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What is Orgone Energy &
How Does It Affect Your
Body?
Is orgone real? It’s a question that more scientists are starting to investigate as the research of a noted
psychologist and respected medical scientist from the 20th century begins to resurface. When you look on
the Orgone wiki, the page refers to is as “pseudo-science,” but as we will explore below, the history is
extremely complicated.

Orgone Energy & How It Works
The concept of Orgone energy was beginning to be embraced by the greatest scientific minds of the 20th
century before European and US government agencies moved to use imprisonment and suppression to
ban literature on the subject to make one of the great discoveries of modern medicine disappear almost
entirely. But what is Orgone energy, exactly? And how does orgone energy affect your body?

Who Discovered Orgone Energy?

Orgone energy was discovered by Dr. Wilhelm Reich. Reich was born in
Austria in 1897. By 1922 he graduated from the University of Vienna as a
Doctor of Medicine. During his study for his doctorate, Reich became a pupil
of Sigmund Freud. Later he became the clinical assistant at Freud’s
Psychoanalytical Clinic. Dr. Reich wrote numerous books on psychology,
neurosis, anxiety, religion, and sexuality.

During the 1930’s, Reich was performing experiments with airborne
microorganisms. At this time, he was a highly esteemed and respected
scientist in the medical field. It was also during this time that he wrote
additional books about Biopathy, Cosmology, Bioelectricity, Orgone and
Ether. It is during these experiments with airborne organisms that he
discovered a special type of radiation particle. He termed this particle
“Orgone.”

What is Orgone Energy & How Does It Affect the Human Body?
After further experimentation and research, Dr. Reich demonstrated that the Orgone radiation was the
same energy that the sun gave off. Dr. Reich was able to culture and inoculate what he called “SAPA
Bions” of the cosmic orgone energy. When he placed live cancer cells next to the Orgone “Bions,” the
cancer cells would die.
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During these experiments, Dr. Reich was discovering the growth patterns of life by tangibly identifying the
concept of morphogenetic energy fields that have form-building power. Dr. Reich observed orgone as
omnipresent, and the basis of all life processes. He also made this connection by observing the same
principle in the forming of galaxies, as on a cellular or macro-biological level. When Reich revealed his
research to Albert Einstein, he exclaimed: “this would be a bombshell to physics.”

Dr. Reich was able to apply his earlier research of psychological disorders to the behavior of Orgone.
When energy is blocked by traumatic memories, and then stored in the tissues of the body, this can cause
muscular tension. He termed this accumulation and blockage: “Armouring.” This stagnate energy becomes
“Deadly Orgone Energy.” It is also referred to as “DOR.” Dr. Reich believed that Deadly Orgone Energy
was largely responsible for environmental decay, psychological and mental disturbances in life forms, as
well as the body’s physical degeneration. Dr Reich discovered the therapeutic use of Orgone’s ability to
clear these energetic blockages that exist within the body that would often be associated with major
disease or illness, including cancer.

Orgone Energy for Therapy
After discovering DOR and its connection to illness along with its manifestation in the body as well as the
environment, Reich started to make boxes called “Orgone Energy Accumulators.” They were made with
alternate layers of organic material and metal shavings. This was to accumulate a higher concentrated
field of beneficial Orgone. Dr. Reich began using the Orgone Energy Accumulator to treat his patients. The
results were successful in treating acute and chronic conditions, even cancer. Once the FDA, AMA and
American government found out about not only Reich’s discovery of Orgone, but also how this discovery of
Orgone’s ability to clear blockages to enable the body to heal, they began to harass Reich and sent him to
jail for the first time.

The Beginning of the End for Orgone Energy Studies
Dr. Reich’s first jail sentence was short term. Unfortunately, despite these fantastic discoveries, by 1954
the American government and FDA made an attempt to wipe the very word “orgone” from the English
vocabulary. The FDA started an aggressive harassment campaign of banning Dr. Reich’s Orgone Energy
Accumulator and destroying his books and journals. Eventually, Dr. Reich was arrested and imprisoned for
a second time for his continued research and application of Orgone energy. The government of the United
States had declared that “Orgone did not exist” and “Orgone” was the only word that was necessary to
appear in print to qualify for the destruction of the material. We must ask the question then, if it doesn’t
exist, then why was it banned? And why did it land Dr. Reich in prison?

Sadly, Dr. Reich spent his last days in prison labeled a quack and a racketeer by the American government
and the American medical system. Dr. Reich died in prison in 1957. Today, Dr. Reich is still noted
historically for his work in psychiatry and psychoanalysis. However, his work in biophysics has been
stricken from the “official” historical record. Regardless of this, Dr. Reich’s work has been resurfaced,
rediscovered, thoroughly studied, replicated and enhanced. Specifically, Reich’s experiments have been
successfully replicated and verified by researcher Roger du Theil at the Sorbonne University in Paris,
France.

Orgone Energy May Be The Key to Understanding Human Health
The health of the general population has declined over the last 60 years since Dr. Reich was practicing.
The accumulation of Dead Orgone has inundated our bodies and environment. One major accumulator of
DOR is electromagnetic radiation. Today we are being bombarded by electro-magnetic fields (or EMFs).
Wifi is everywhere. So, even if we don’t use it ourselves, we are still impacted by it from everyone else that
has it around us. Wifi is a part of the EMFs that are invisible lines of force that emanate from any electrical
or wireless device.



There are basically two types of EMFs: low frequency and high frequency. Low frequency EMFs are
emitted by our electricity and appliances. High Frequency EMFs (also known as Radio Frequency or “RF”)
are generated by wireless devices. Now that 5G is rolling out in various cities, this will increase the
detrimental effects of EM radiation even more.

Our body immediately has a stress response to these frequencies. Some examples of this stress response
are:

Diminished blood flow and oxygen to organs
Impairment of all body systems
Increased blood sugar
Increased blood pressure & heart rate
Interference with cell metabolism
Anxiety
Depression
Arthritis and more.

Aside from what we can control with eliminating these EMF-emitting devices from our own environment,
we can actually use Orgone energy itself to harness Positive Orgone Energy for healing.

How Can We Protect Ourselves from Deadly Orgone Energy?

“By simply holding an Orgone device or being near one, negative energy will be cleared from your field,
creating a higher, more balanced and healthy state.”

Orgone and orgonite help you to protect yourself from Deadly Orgone Energy. Gary Fields, owner of
“Orgone Energy Tools,” explains:

“The word Orgonite comes from ‘Orgone,’ the name given by Wilhelm Reich to vital energy found
everywhere in nature. Orgonite is a substance which functions as a self-driven, continuously operating,
highly efficient energy transmutation device, drawing in negative life energy and transmuting it into positive
energy.

“Orgonite has become very popular as a spiritual healing tool, and as protection against EMFs. By simply
holding an Orgone device or being near one, negative energy will be cleared from your field, creating a
higher, more balanced and healthy state.”

Although Dr. Reich never created Orgonite as it is currently produced, his ground-breaking research led
directly to the methods of design and production for orgonite pyramids, orgonite pendants and other
orgonite products for your home.

How Does Orgonite Really Work?

By “cornering” your home with Orgone energy devices, you can transmute the Deadly Orgone Energy
emitted by electric devices like your washer/dryer and refrigerators, WiFi router, computers, handheld
devices and more. Simply place an Orgonite object, such as Orgone pyramids, as close to each corner of
your home as possible, as well as near major EMF emitters in your home. These objects are modern
adaptations of Dr. Wilhelm Reich’s original Orgone Energy Accumulator.

Dr. Reich’s discovery of “Orgone” is in alignment with the religious concepts of numerous ancient cultures
regarding Chi, Prana, Ether and what quantum physicists now call Zero Point Energy. The ancients had
wisdom of this energy and how to harness it. Today we are finally rediscovering this balance of wisdom
with technology and have the ability to apply this knowledge to the understanding of nature, ourselves and
how to use it to heal our own body and the planet.



Where to Buy Orgonite in Michigan
If you are looking to buy orgonite near Ann Arbor, Grand Rapids, Bay City, Detroit, Traverse City or other
major locations in Michigan, Herbs, Etc. has an extensive selection of orgone pyramids and other orgone
energy devices for sale, and we can ship anywhere in the US. Our Mount Pleasant location has one of the
best selections of metaphysical supplies, supplements and more, and we also recommend producers like
Akaida, Sage Goddess and Orgone Energy Fields products made by Gary Fields. They are all great
producers to contact about orgone energy devices. In Mount Pleasant, our experts can help you choose
the best orgone energy devices for your needs!


